Career Path Story: Clinton “Emory” Smith
Words of Wisdom
If you are curious about how to prepare yourself for your own unique
journey, Emory has these words of wisdom to share:
 Begin with the mindset that the patient comes first in whatever
role you are in.
 Come to work ready to work, to give your all.
 Keep asking questions; never stop learning.
 Hold yourself accountable to your goals; strive to go above and
beyond expectations.
Emory’s Personal Path
Clinton “Emory” Smith
Supervisor
Southeast Region
Crystal River, FL
Emory’s Career Path
2010 – PSR II Temp
2013 – Group Lead
2015 – Supervisor

When Emory was hired through a temp agency in 2010, he arrived at
Quest with a wealth of relevant knowledge and experience. For ten years,
Emory had worked in a busy Florida hospital where he learned
phlebotomy and put his skills to use in various areas including the
emergency room, critical care and endoscopy.
After his time in the hospital, he moved on to work for nine years in a
doctor’s office where he continued to draw patients and acquired his x-ray
technician license. After taking a brief break from the medical field, Emory
returned to healthcare as a PSR II working as a temp for Quest. Emory
explained: “Having worked in a doctor’s private practice, I was already
quite familiar with how Quest works. I knew Care360 and other products,
so the transition was a little easier.”
In 2013, Emory applied for and was promoted to group lead. At that time,
Emory was also teaching phlebotomy at a local technical college. In 2015,
Emory became a supervisor. He explains: “It was a milestone because I
had applied several times previously and hadn’t been selected. But, if you
know me, you know that I never give up.” As for challenges along the way,
Emory notes that as a frontline employee or leader, you may not agree
with every decision or change. Having an open mind and giving things a
chance to succeed are key to moving forward together.
In his supervisory role, Emory shares his “patient first” focus with those he
leads. He explains, “When you’ve worked in an emergency room, there is
never any question that the patient’s well-being comes first. My
responsibility now is to spend time with people and to help instill that
mindset and understanding.”

Emory reminds us to keep
working toward our goals: “If
you want to get places, you

In addition to relying on his diverse work experience, Emory credits Linda
Gordon, who encouraged him when he was a temp, and Holly Stokes,
who “pushed me toward new challenges and showed me the ropes early
on.”

need to challenge yourself
and to remember never to
give up on yourself.”
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